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Abstrac
ct We introdu
uce two tech
hniques to m
measure the efficiency off inter mode FWM with respect
r
to
intra mode FWM. Th
he first technique allows a
an estimation
n of the addiitional FWM penalty for any
a given
system; the second
d isolates th
he contributio
on of each mode. Mea
asurements aare compare
red to an
analytica
al model sho
owing the FW
WM signal inccreases by ~2dB with inte
er mode phasse matching.
Introduc
ction
Recentlyy, it has been confirmed that the
maximum
m capacity of
o a single mode
m
fibre m
may
be dedu
uced by inttegrating the quasi ph
hase
matched
d four wave
e mixing (F
FWM) efficie
ency
over the
e signal band
dwidth1-3 , with
w the dista
ance
and bandwidth scaling rules confirm
med
experime
will
entally4. Th
he same calculations
c
apply in
n few mod
de and multi-mode fib
bres,
subject tto a suitable scaling facto
or to accoun t for
random mode coupling5,6 , allowing a prelimin
nary
estimatio
on of the ca
apacity limit7. However, for
sufficiently broadband wavelength divission
multiplexxed
syste
ems,
inter--mode
ph
hase
matching
g is possible
e8. This has been obserrved
experime
entally for bo
oth cross ph
hase modula
ation
using issolated pulse
es9 and fou
ur wave mixxing
using co
ontinuous wave
w
signals
s10,11. Howe
ever,
whereass these experiments
e
confirm the
presence
e of the inter-mode
e phenome
ena,
quantificcation of theirr impact remains elusive..
In this paper, we experimenta
ally confirm b
both
the logarithmic band
WM
dwidth depen
ndence of FW
in a few
w mode fibre and quan
ntify the rela
ative
magnitud
de of intra
a- and intter-mode FW
WM
through a simple experiment
e
based
b
on FW
WM
between
n blocks of
o amplified
d spontane
eous
emission
n (ASE), which resemble
e closely spa
aced
WDM sig
gnals after a few dispersion lengths2.
Experim
mental config
guration
Figure 1 shows the simple
e experime
ental
configura
ation used for both measurem
ment
techniqu
ues. A 30 dB
B gain, gain-fflattened erb
bium
doped ffibre amplifier was use
ed as an A
ASE
source, which wa
as shaped into variious
rectangu
ular blockss to reprresent spe
ecific
wavelength bandss of highly disperrsed
commun
nications sig
gnals using a wavelen
ngth
selective
e switch (WS
SS) program
mmed accord
ding
to the technique used (see below
w). These blo
ocks
were am
mplified by a 38dBm gain--flattened po
ower
amplifierr. The outputt of the power amplifier w
was

mo
onitored using the opticaal spectrum analyzer
(OS
SA) and the WSS was itteratively ad
djusted to
ens
sure equal power spect
ctral densitie
es across
the
e blocks of ASE.
A
The aamplifier currrent was
adjusted, where
e necessary,, to maintain constant
spe
ectral power. The centre of the ASE spectrum
was
s attenuated
d using the W
WSS to leave
e a notch
of 50
5 GHz band
dwidth.

Fig. 1: Schematic
c diagram of expperimental set up
u (lenses
nd positioning stages
s
at the en ds of few mode
e fiber are
an
omitted for claarity).

The
e high powe
er ASE was launched in
nto a few
mo
ode fibre des
signed to suppport four LP modes
and
d to have a low differeential mode delay at
155
50nm12. We estimate thaat the launch loss was
app
proximately 1.5 dB usinng an offse
et launch
adjusted to ma
aximise mixinng between the LP01
and
d LP11 mo
odes, The output the mode
inte
errogator, consisting
c
oof coupling lenses,
collimator and phase plate,, had an exc
cess loss
of approximately 5dB. Outtputs from each
e
fibre
mo
ode were sellected using a phase pllate (only
one
e orientation
n used for LLP11) and th
he output
spe
ectrum was recorded ussing the sam
me OSA,
ena
abling the ou
utput power spectral density and
the
e FWM powe
er generatedd in the centtral notch
to be establish
hed. We peerformed two similar
exp
periments, as per the illuustration in Figure 2,
The
e first used a broadbandd signal with a 50GHz
nottch at the ce
entre, wheree the total pass-band
ban
ndwidth of th
he ASE blockk (as illustratted in Fig
2(a
a)) was varied using thhe WSS. The FWM
signal was mo
onitored by oobserving th
he signal
gen
nerated in the notch Thiss technique was
w used
to show the logarithmic scaling witth signal
ban
ndwidth and the relativee impact of inter and
intrra mode FWM
M4. The FWM
M signal will increase
logarithmically until it is sufficiently broad to

allow in
ntra-mode phase
p
matc
ching where
e a
sudden increase would
w
occur, followed by
continua
ation of the
e logarithmic
c growth. T
This
measure
ement is dire
ectly related to the nonlin
near
noise of a WDM systtem2.
The second tech
hnique, (henceforth refe rred
to as n
narrowband), has a narrrower blockk of
ASE, 40
00GHz wide with a 50GHz notch in the
centre. A further block of ASE (200G
GHz
bandwid
dth) was then
n moved in steps of 50G
GHz
away fro
om the centra
al ASE block
k.

Fig. 2: a (ttop) Illustration of ASE spectra used for broadb
band
measure
ement illustratin
ng intra channel four wave mixin
ng
processe
es for narrow ba
andwidth (solid red arrow) and tthe
potentia
al for phase mattched inter mod
de interactions fo
or
sufficientlyy high bandwidtths (dashed blue
e arrow). b (botttom)
illusstration of ASE spectra
s
used for narrowband
measurem
ment, with a block of ASE with a variable detun
ning
to g
generate phase
e matched inter mode FWM.

This technique is used to allow a cclear
identifica
ation of indivvidual inter channel effe
ects
and ide
entification of
o their rela
ative interacction
strengthss. For this technique the intra m
mode
FWM o
observed in the notch will have two
contributtions, one from
f
the AS
SE close to the
notch, a
and one fro
om the interraction with the
remote block, whicch would be
b expected
d to
decrease
e logarithmiically. Howe
ever, we wo
ould
expect tthe FWM to be enhance
ed if the rem
mote
block we
ere appropria
ately detuned
d from the no
otch
to allow for inter mod
de phase ma
atching to occcur.
Results
Typical output specctra, zoomed
d in around the
50GHz notch, are shown in Fig 3 for b
both
configura
For
the
ations.
broadb
band

easurement, the wide bandwidth of the
me
bro
oadest test signal and the limited amplifier
outtput power result in a relatively lo
ow power
spe
ectral density of 1.2W/T
THz (at the amplifier
outtput), which was maintai ned as the ASE
A
was
varried by reduc
cing the ampplifier pump power. A
low
w level of FW
WM power w
was generate
ed in the
nottch, which va
aried monotoonically as a function
of the
t ASE widtth.

Fig
g. 3: a (top) Mea
asured FWM sppectrum observe
ed mode in
the ASE notch fo
or the LP01 modde (no phase pla
ate) as a
function of the ASE
A
bandwidth for the broadba
and test
nditions. b (botto
om) the tuning oof the additional ASE block
con
in the
t narrowband
d condition for neegative (left han
nd curves)
and positive (right hand ccurves) detuning.

For the na
arrowband ttest configuration, a
con
nstant powe
er spectral density of
o nearly
10W
W/THz gene
erated considderably high
her levels
of FWM within the notch, ggiving rise to
o a clear
bro
oadening of the
t edges off the notch. This also
led to slight residual errrors in the
e power
uniformity even
n after gain flattening using
u
the
WS
SS, especiallly for the vaariable positio
on block.
As the additional ASE blockk is tuned to negative
freq
quencies (lefft hand curve
ves Fig 3b), the
t FWM
efficiency decre
eases slightlyy, again as expected
for the measure
ement configguration. How
wever, for
sitive tuning (right hand ccurves Fig 3b
b) a more
pos
com
mplex evoluttion is obseerved, with an initial
dec
crease follo
owed by a clear incrrease in
inte
ensity. We believe
b
that the change in mean
FW
WM efficiency
y for the twoo cases is ca
aused by
the
e residual spectral
s
tilt of the ASE signal
launched into the fibre. Fig 4 shows the
norrmalized FW
WM efficienciies recorded
d for the

LP01 mode. Good agreement between theory,
which predicts logarithmic growth of FWM with
bandwidth, and experiment is only possible
under the assumption of mode coupling where
additional FWM terms are introduced for when
the ASE bandwidth exceeds the phase matching
frequency offset for a given interaction. From the
fitting parameters, we may extract phase
matching offsets of 0.7, 0.85 and 1.2 ±0.1 THz
and peak interaction strengths for the inter mode
FWM of around 15% of the intra mode effects
for the first three steps, suggesting that the
effective areas for these interactions are up to
2.5 times greater than the effective area of the
LP01 mode itself. These values are consistent
with the overlap integrals between modes for a
four mode fibre. Note that here we ignore the
final step at 3 GHz. The total FWM signal is
approximately 2dB greater than expected from
intra mode nonlinearity alone.

Fig. 4: Measured and calculated FWM power for LP01
detection (blue) showing experimental data (dots) and
theoretical fits with mode coupling (solid line) and without
(fitted to whole data set – long dashes, or just initial points –
short dashes) for the broadband measurement system.

Fig. 5: Measured and calculated FWM power for LP01 (blue
filled) and LP11 (red open) detection showing experimental
data (dots) and theoretical fits with mode coupling (solid
lines) and without (dashed lines) for the narrowband
measurement system.

Similar
agreement
between
theoretical
predictions and experiment are observed for the

narrowband measurement, as per Fig 5. Here
gain flatness of only 3dB was achieved, and so
it was necessary to correct the predicted FWM
power density for the actual launch power. This
was achieved by multiplying the appropriate
launch power for each point by an effective
length at that wavelength. The effective length
was determined from the difference between the
input and output spectra. Again, good
agreement is reached using the same phase
matching offsets as Fig 4. Note that for the LP01
mode, peaks only occur for positively detuned
ASE blocks, as expected. Note also that, whilst
the frequency offsets are similar, the required
inter mode effective areas to fit this data are
slightly lower than observed in Fig 4.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented two simple
techniques to measure the impact of inter mode
FWM in few mode fibre based transmission
systems. The broadband technique essentially
integrates the nonlinear contributions and gives
a reliable qualitative estimate of the total FWM
power generated at a given signal wavelength.
On the other hand, the narrow band
measurement isolates the effect of each
interaction, and gives further information
regarding the sign of the phase matching
frequency offset. For this particular fibre, we
note that the 2dB increase in FWM power from
intra mode nonlinearity would be expected to
reduce the total capacity of a fibre link by
approximately 2b/s/Hz in the limit of a high
signal to noise ratio13.
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